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utilizing available information through various vectors (document review, answer analysis,
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If you are the type of attorney that likes to plan for your depositions by trying to create the “ultimate” statement to
corner your witness into, this is likely where you will stay.  It’s neither good nor bad, but it is a philosophical difference

from this skill set. If you come with the mindset that you are going to use the deposition to acquire as much information
as possible, then you can continue to see where your skills fall in line and how you can become more effective.

 

Being a jerk is not conducive to getting answers from someone, no matter the setting.  Instead, let's become their best
friend and disarm them in the nicest possible way.  With their guard down, let's open our toolbox and get to work.  The
benefits of the good questioning techniques you'll learn don't end with accurate and complete answers, they also allow

you to rise to the next level...
 

Good questioning techniques will elicit the emotions that correspond with the subject matter, thus creating this
alternate line of communication.  We integrate that information in three phases: Observation, Interpretation, and

Implementation.  It is extremely easy to fail at any step, so let's build you a system that takes advantage of this
communication path and ensures you are able to combat deception while using your own body language to full effect.

 

Ok, so every attorney is a master in both, right?  The truth is, maybe they’re capable in both, but they have never
thought of either like this.  The question is, how do you acquire information from someone without showing your cards
while at the same time keeping their guard down?  How do you guide them to a conclusion solely by asking questions? 

 Subtleties abound, techniques at this level turn an opponent’s plan on their head and set you up to succeed.

Mastery of Levels 1-3 is absolutely necessary to get you this far, so what are you going to do with all of the information
you have now if you still detect deception?  What interrogation approaches are available to help you acquire the more

difficult points you need and how do you know when to use them?  Mastery of this level takes time, yet the benefits
reach far and wide.  You will possess a one-of-a-kind skill set that few attorneys know exists.

Mastery Levels of Information-Centered Law Interview

How do we do it?
Classes and Coaching

The most effective method of introducing this information to your practice is to train a
level, then immediately coach those techniques while you apply them to your practice, thus

mastering each level before moving on to the next.

Consultation
From beginning to end, INTELLECTURE TRAINING will be there for you to consult

anything from questioning techniques and strategy to observing deponent body language.

Trainer and Consultant


